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Abstract- Technological advancement and modernism are event worldwide rapidly at regular intervals. These advancements have indeed made life easy for human beings. Globalization has brought about digitalization and computerization to every spot of the humanity. And today even classrooms stand revelation to it. In sequence and telecommunication which dominated several other fields for the past few years have gradually begin to gain supremacy over learning also. This paper analyzes the addition of in sequence announcement technology (ICT) in English language teaching (ELT) and its significance. The various tools of ICT and their implications in English language teaching are also discussed.

Introduction

In today’s world of extensive in order blast, it is complicated even for an educated person to manage up with the latest advancement happening in almost all walk of life. Computing and information technology has become an indispensible part of our lives. Globalization has further accelerated this process of rapid transform, thereby impressive the need for dependable updating on the global people of today. One of the major areas that go hand in glove with IT and ICT is English announcement and this advancement have absolutely left no stone untended. This can be experiential during the addition of ICT in English Language Teaching (ELT). According to a study conduct by Ahmad (2012) integrating media knowledge in ELT classrooms helps to a great extent in acquiring and recovering four language skills namely listening, speaking, reading and writing. ICT has come to be regard as an ever more important part of English Language Teaching and seems that it will become a normal part of ELT preparation in the coming years (Dudeney & Hockly, 2007). Thus modern method of ELT has replaced the straight methods of teaching English such as the chalk and board. Introduction of compact disc into teaching has revolutionized learning by providing a new platform for the learners to exchange their views, thoughts and ideas with the global district.

Definition of ICT:

INFORMATION:
Information refers to data that is process in a meaningful and focused form. It reduces uncertainty of the learner and helps the learner gains information about a subject and further understanding of composite concepts.

COMMUNICATION:
Communication can be defined as an effort which involves handover a message to a recipient in a comprehensible manner. It generally involves two or more people. The mode of communication however, can be verbal, non-verbal, visual, tactile etc.

TECHNOLOGY:
The word Technology is derived from 'techno' which resources method, art or skill, and logos which resources knowledge. Therefore, technology can be defined as a anthology of methodical information of art or skill which is used in the manufacture of supplies and military.

Based on the definition of the three machinery, ICT can be described as the operation of technology to enhance communiqué of information pertaining to an exacting field of teaching. It is inclusive of digital and dispensation technology such as computers, internet, mobile phones, networks, etc.

Tools and Technologies used In ELT:
Some of the significant ICT tools and applications used in the field of English Language Teaching are following:-
Computers: This miracle equipment has gained the position of 'most important' tool of information and communication technology and is also regard as the backbone of contemporary person life. Almost all modern announcement needs cannot be met lacking the use of computers. It performs a variety of function such as collect, organizing, analyzing, preparing and interpretation of data for announcement. It is helpful in ornamental one's English language speaking and listening skills.

Audio CDs and CD ROM:
These tools of ICT are widely being used for listening comprehensions and articulation improvement exercises. They contain several multimedia files such as audio and video files that provide a certain degree of interactivity with the learner. They are also very good at providing training in grammar. Test materials are also included in some versions which help the learner to undergo a self assessment and analysis of his abilities.

DVD:
Audio visual content in the Digital versatile Disc format is largely replace the video cassettes which are now outdated and rarely used. A DVD is similar to audio disc and differs only in its suppleness. While using a DVD, the apprentice is provided with the autonomy of choosing from a selection of options and extra featured such as watching a film or written with or without subtitles, quality of the visual content such as high definition etc. therefore, it provides greater elasticity and adaptability to the learner. And because of its easy availability and access in present times, this tool of ICI's gaining popularity among English teachers and learners.

INTERNET:
The most important fact of wire is the Internet. All modern age messages take place through the internet through different mediums. The internet has the world appear thanks to its speed, convenience and economic scenery. Apart from announcement, there are numerous facilities available for communication on the internet which also helps to augment one's acquaintance of English. The introduction of learners and teachers to World Wide Web has uncovered them to a whole new learning neighbourhood and has acted as a stage for learning new and complex concept.

SOCIAL MEDIA:
Social media is a helpful platform for communicating, sharing thoughts, ideas etc, it has introduced us to by no means and less traverse fields such as blogging and micro-blogging. Blogs are made on it. Students can add themselves with the English language learning groups or donate to to YouTube channels connected with English teaching and take advantage of the information shared.

ONLINE STUDY MATERIALS:
Online materials and services are obtainable in the form of e-tutoring, e-learning, e-journals, e-books, e-library, online training, and virtual classes etc. for the advantage of the learners. One of the major reasons for these forums to be a hit among the present generation is that it is free of time constraints. Learners can access these inside in their contents in their own lite timings and gain from it.

ONLINE COURSES:
Several online courses casing a wide diversity of subjects are offered on internet. Enrolling themselves in these courses enables student to get cultured and taught from the restore confidence of their own place. The course contents are available online in the exterior of videos which the learner can download and have a look whenever he/she find time at their own expediency. The enrolled contender is expected to come out for a final assessment along with obedience for assignments that are included with the study textile itself. Enrolling in courses pertaining to English language learning can bring about its augmentation. Some of the agencies which provide online courses are MOOC, NPTEL, IIT's, Concordia university etc.E-tutoring through Skype is also becoming an accepted option. Learners are taught through Skype by trainers.

FEATURE FLIM:
Films can also be operational as instrument for teaching English language. The embassies of English speaking countries include such performance on a periodical basis to help get enhanced English language communication of the hopeful anent who wish to travel overseas for various reason such as
higher teaching, employment, permanent resisdentship etc .it is also used to generate community circles and collection which can help from new friends and increase communication with members from dissimilar countries and mores thereby as long as greater practice and ideas. The films screened and mainly documentaries, informative and entrainment related .it results in a rewarding facts preparation.

TELEVISION:
It serves the dual reason of learning as well as amusement for the people. It is found to be helpful in just beginning listening and speaking skills. One of the easiest methods to learn a district talking is to wristwatch serials and movies in that exacting speech. In current times, several channels development is being relayed as a gauge to cater to learner worldwide. A large number of students may be benefited with such programs.

RADIO:
Radio has proven to be a very ready to lend a hand scheme in the teaching of students belonging to ruler areas. Though measured out old-fashioned and out fashioned, it is a veteran and proven method. Distance education and open education programs are being conducted from first to last radio which has touched the lives of many. Several channels related to expansion of language skills are neing hosted. The programs relayed on these channels include dialogue, dramas, conversation forums, question and answer sessions, telephonic conversations etc that help build verbal communication skills.

CONCLUSION
In the past few decades, the enormous expansion of ICI has resulted in its infiltration in all aspects of modern human lives. The field of education has also not been safe from the learning, the boom of ICT and its integration into English learning has definitely been a boon to both learner and teachers. However it is promote updating in this field by the teaching staff of English which is required which would help them to handle user friendly technology for teaching without dithering and at alleviate.
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